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Abstract 
Pair wise  testing   is a  measurement   based   testing technique  which  requires  

the  combination  of  discrete  input  into reduced  number  of  paired  sets.   Quality  
assertion  of  software  is primarily done by means of testing, an activity that faces 
constraints of both time & resources. So combinatorial testing is a well accepted & 
dynamic approach for quality improvements because it  provides affecting error detection 
at very low cost, hence an efficient strategy is  require  to  reduce  the  number  of  test  
cases  formed  by  above method.   We   also   know   that   the   problem of generating   a 
minimum test set for pairwise testing is NP Complete. 

In this paper we present a model based  combinatorial approach design 
architecture. It builds a UML diagrams to visualize the   test   requirement   specification   
&   show   that   how   a   pair wise  coverage   problem   is   been   represented   by    
deterministic decision  making through NP complete. This  U M L N a v i g a t i o n a 
l  d e s i g n  architecture is  used for  reducing the test case generation complexity by 
solving the NP problem. 
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I.    INTRODUCTION 
The main problem we face during testing is managing the large  number  of  test  cases  we  

need  to  create  and  execute.  The idea of pairwise testing is to generate a list of test sets that 
capture all possible pairs  of  parameter  values  from  each  parameter  [1].  We proposed a new 
strategy how different combinations of specification of  system  could  be  tested  efficiently  using  
UML  Model  based combinatorial   approach   (AMBTGA).It   refers   to   the   processes and 
techniques  for  the  automatic  derivation  of  abstract  test  cases from  abstract formal models, the 
generation of concrete tests  from abstract tests,   and  the   manual   or  automated   execution   of   
the resulting concrete test cases. 

UML is a powerful modeling language used to  represent the research problems visually [2]. 
A lot of literature is available on modeling problems by the use of UML, but  limited research 
papers are   reported   in   literature    on   applications   of   UML   for   the pairwise research 
orientation problems. By the use of UML, pairwise software testing problems  can be solved  and  
performance can be judged after modeling of the problem [3,4]. We present the proposed UML 
based design   process  architecture  which  is  a   five  phase model maturity   used   for    
combinatorial   test   suite    creation methodology. The schemas will  assess  the   diagrams  in  a  
model for  sufficient  test  related information.  The intention,  of  the  proposed  exploration,  is  
not to impose  restrictions  upon  the  modeling   process;  however,  it  is intended  that our 
strategies  will convey to a  designer, how much information is sufficient to enable automatic 
generation of test cases so as to reduce the number of test suites. 

An objective of this exploration is to present a designer with  confirmation  that  the  
diagrams  in  a  system  model  include sufficient  information  for  automatically  generating  a  
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suite  of  test cases [5]. There are two major aspects to the proposed study, which will be explored 
in five phases process. The first aspect relates to the testable information contained in a UML 
model [6]; while the second aspect relates to the development of a  technique to generate a test 
suite from the acquired diagram data [7]. Initially, as part of the first phase,  we  must  determine  
what  information  is  been  collected by requirement gathering phase then select a proper design  
model   for test case extraction. Once a taxonomy of this  generic information is established,  we  
must  determine  which  diagrams  can  provide  the necessary information. In the second phase the 
navigational diagrams that offer this information are identified after that we will apply the test data 
on validation tool PICT to clarify the maturity of test cases [8]. The templates will form part of an 
application which produces a report on the amount and quality of test related information contained 
in a model’s diagrams. Then we will explore which techniques might be suitable for the test data 
extraction process. Because some of the available information will come from different  diagram 
types. Once all the information is been gathered  we evaluate the result through injecting   some   
fault    in   software   &   analyze   our   AMBTGA architecture  for   these  fault   detection  Once  
the    information   is extracted we will develop  a  test suite format, that  will  enable the execution   
of   test  cases  against  the   SUT.Finally,  we  must  then evaluate our technique for   effectiveness   
and   efficiency,   against other  random  test  case generation methodologies. 

 
II. BACKGROUND 

(A) The Purpose of the Study 
The proposed study will investigate and develop  strategies and  techniques  to  derive  

effective  test  cases   from  system-level, Model based combinatorial approach  (AMBTGA). The 
focus will be on  determining  which   combination  of  UML  diagrams,  and  their associated 
constraints, may be used to automatically, or semi- automatically, generate test cases for pairwise  
testing[9,10,11,12].. The activities in AMBTGA approach  diagram is numbered 1 to 5, are the main  
areas  of focus.  Prototype tools  will be developed in future to d e m o n s t r a t e   the  techniques  
and  strategies  derived  from  the proposed investigation. 

 
In summary, the study aims to: 
1. Determine   what   information   is   necessary   to   test   the integration of components in 

the  process of system composition; 
2. given item 1, investigate which individual or  combination of UML  diagram  types,  offer  

sufficient   information  to generate test cases; The results of this aim, will effect aspects of 
activities 1 to 5 in figure; 

3. develop  a  strategy  that  reports  on  the  amount  of  testable information contained in a 
model; 

4. develop a UML based technique for information extraction based on the information 
required for  component integration, from single and multiple UML diagram types; 

5. evaluate our overall strategy and techniques. 
 
(B) Why UML & Combinatorial testing 

UML  based combinatorial  approach  is  an  innovative and  high-value approach compared 
to more conventional functional  testing approaches. The   main   expected   benefits   of AMBTGA 
may be summarized as follows: 

(i) Contribution to the quality of functional    requirements: Modeling for test generation is a 
powerful means for the detection of “holes” in the specification (undefined or ambiguous 
behavior).Independence from the test execution robot[13]. 

(ii) Contribution to test generation and testing   coverage: Automated   generation   of   test   
cases; Systematic   coverage   of functional behavior;  Automated  generation and maintenance of 
the requirement  coverage  matrix;  Continuity  of   methodology  (from requirements analysis to 
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test generation)[14]. 
(iii) Contribution to test automation: Definition of action words (UML model operations) 

used in different scripts; Test script generation;  Generation of skeleton code for a library of 
automation    functions;   Independence   from   the   test   execution robot[15]. 

 
(C) Combinatorial Or Pairwise Approach 
Pairwise  testing  is  a  combinatorial  specification  based   testing approach which is used to 

reduce the number of test cases.Emperical results  shows  that   pairwise  testing  is  a   practical  and  
effective for  various types of    software system. The problem of generating  minimum  test  suites  
is  NP  complete  [7].  So  various strategies is been identified to  solve  these NP  complete  approach. 
We  proposed  here UML as a visualization of strategy describes here consists of  identifying  a  
canonical  NP-complete  problem  on which  GA s work well, and solving other NP problem 
indirectly by mapping  them  onto  the  canonical   problem[16].  It  significantly improves the 
performance of pairwise testing. 

 
III. PROPOSED METHOD 
A typical deployment of AMBTGA  goes through five stages. 
Setting Up Test Criteria.  Usually an infinite number of possible tests could be generated 

from a model. The test analyst chooses Test Generation  Criteria  to  select   the   highest   priority  
tests  or  to ensure good coverage  of the system behaviors. One common kind of  test  generation  
criteria  is  based on structural  model  coverage, using well known test design strategy of  pair-wise 
testing. Another useful kind of test generation  criteria ensures that the generated test cases  cover  all   
the  requirements,  perhaps  with   more  tests  for requirements that have a  higher level  of risk so in 
this  paper we are combining the pairwise approach with new architecture through UML 
Navigational approach. 

Test  Model  Designing. The  model,  generally  called   the  test model,  represents  the  
expected   behavior  of  the   System  Under Test (SUT).   Standard    modeling   languages,   such   
as   Unified Modeling Language  (UML)  are  used   to   formalize   the   control points  and 
observation points of the system, the  expected dynamic behavior of the system[17]. 

Test Suite Creation. This is an automated process that generates the required number of 
high-level (abstract) test cases  from the test model. Each generated abstract test case is  typically a 
sequence of high-level SUT actions, with  input parameters and expected output values for each 
action of the test repository is done by updating the test model, then automatically regenerating the 
test suites. 

Perform Tests. Generated concrete tests are typically  executed within a  standard  automated  
test  execution  environment,  such  as PICT (Pairwise  Independent Combinatorial Testing) tool[8]. 
Alternatively, it is  possible to execute tests manually – i.e. a tester runs  each  generated  test  on  
the  SUT,  records  the  test  execution results, and compares them against the  generated expected  
outputs. Either way, when the tests  are executed on the SUT, we find that some  tests  pass  and  
some  tests  fail.  The  failing  tests  indicate  a discrepancy  between  the   SUT  and  model,   which   
need  to  be investigated to decide whether the failure is  caused by a bug in the SUT. 

Analysing The Result: Analyse the real system  which is to be tested and accepted by 
user. The effectiveness of test cases can    be    evaluated  using    a    fault    injection  technique 
called mutation  analysis.   Mutation  testing  is  a  process  by which  faults  are   injected  into  
the  system  to  verify  the efficiency of  the  test cases.  For  this  we  are  using  pairwise 
approach   whose  problem  domain  is  NP  Complete  so  the solution must be in accordance. 
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Process Structure 
The diagram set will be selected, based on a  series of problem aspects that relate to the the 

type of testing being performed, referred  to  as  the  ‘test   objectives’.  The  series  of  problem  
are presented in  figure below. In relation to the SUT, we have defined ‘AMBTGA’   as   the   
test   process   objective.   The    diagram   set will potentially include Use Case diagrams, 
Sequence diagrams, Activity diagrams,  Class  and  Object   diagrams   and  State  diagrams.  
The assessment of a model’s maturity will help designers to recognize the attributes that need to 
be included in each diagram type, and hence in a  model,  to  improve  the  quality  of  the  test  
cases  that  may  be generated  automatically from an pairtest approach [18]. In the past five  or  
so  years,  we have  seen  a  steady stream  of  research  into software testing techniques and 
tools3, to find efficient and effective methods of revealing design  and implementation faults as 
early as possible,  in  SDLCs  that  include  UML  modeling.  Amid  all  this research, various 
UML diagrams have been targeted in  association with the different testing phases of development. 
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IV. EMPERICAL RESULT 
Result Analysis: 
For implementing test result we are using PICT as test tool &  Fault Injection method to 

analyze the effectiveness &   complete coverage  of  test  suites  verification.  PICT   was 
designed  with three principles in mind: 

(1) Speed of test generation, 
(2) Ease of use, and 
(3) Extensibility of the core engine. 

Although the ability to create the smallest possible covering array   was   given   less   
emphasis,   the    efficiency    of   PICT’s core  algorithm  is  comparable   with  other  known  test-
generation strategies. The   generation  algorithm  does   not   assume  anything about the 
combinations  to  be  covered.  It  operates  on  a  list  of combinations that is produced in the 
preparation phase. 

This flexibility of the generation algorithm allows for adding interesting new features easily. 
The algorithm is also quite effective. It can compute test suites that are comparable in size to other 
tools that exist in the field, and it is fast enough for all practical purposes. (For   instance,  for  50   
parameters  with  20  value  each   (2050), PICT generates  a  pairwise  test  suite  in  under  20  
seconds  on  an Intel   Pentium   2.4GHz   computer    that   is   running   Microsoft Windows XP 
SP2. 

This   activity   is   performed   under   the    umbrella   of constructive  timing  analysis,  and  
its  goal  is  to  come  up  with  a schedule  for  a  system.  This   timing  schedule  must  be  assessed 
through a validation timing analysis activity, and the extended model of  built-in contract 284 7 
Assessing Quality-of-Service  Contracts testing  is  specifically  geared   toward  that.  It   is  
concerned  with how the   timing  requirements  that   are  specified  in  terms  of  a timing  contract   
between    two   interacting   components   can   be assessed   and   validated   dynamically.   In   
order   to   apply   this extended  model, the tested component needs to be augmented with an  
additional  testing  interface  that   provides   timing  notification services  [19].  The  tested  
component    needs    to   be   augmented with    a    test    case    generator, typically a random 
generator that applies a high volume of tests, and measures   their    timings.   More effective test
 case generation  techniques   represent  more sophisticated optimization strategies such as 
evolutionary algorithms [20]. They can be applied in the same way as   random   testing,   but result  
in  much   more  accurate  timings. 

Permanent testing or monitoring of QoS requirements in  general or real  time  requirements  in  
particular,  beyond  deployment,  can  be carried  out  through  a  supplementary  quality  assurance  
technique, built-in QoS testing. This provides a built-in testing framework that can  be  used  to  
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Test 
Suite 

Parameter A Parameter B Parameter C

TS1 1 L 5 
TS2 1 R 6 
TS3 2 L 6 
TS4 2 R 5 

check  code  and  data  integrity,  residual  defects, deadlocks and timing, permanently during 
runtime of a component- based application. 

Empirical Result 
For Empirical Analysis of initial test factors of   pairwise testing, consider the system in 

Figure. Pairtest  System S has three input  variables  A,  B,  and  C.  Assume  that  set  D,  a  set  
of  test data values, has been  selected for each of the input variables such that D(A) = {1, 2}; 
D(B) = {L, R}; and D(C) = {5, 6}. 

 
 
The total number of possible test cases is  2×2×2  = 8 test cases.  The  pairwise  test  set  

has  a  size  of  only  4  test  cases  and is shown in Table 1. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1: Pairwise test suites for Pairtest System S 
Test ID Parameter A , B & C 

 
In this  example,  the  pairwise  test  set  of  size  4  is  a  50% reduction from the full 

combinatorial test set of size 8. You can see from the table that every pair of values is 
represented in at least one of the rows. If the number of variables and values per variable 
were to   grow,   the  reduction  in  size  of  the  test  set  would  be  more pronounced. 

By applying the test suite approach on small   development process, we identifies that as 
the test  factors  increases the coverage provided by our strategy of UML pairtest approach on 
random test. 

Graph is shown as below: 
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So from the initial test factor result we also identifies  that  our approach   is   best   suitable   

for   real   life   practice &  efficient in  performance. We   also   concluded   that  by following  the 
systematic AMBTGA approach it is been quite easy  for   testers to generate  the test suite & 
provide the  maximum coverage for fault detection. 

 
 
V.  EXPECTED BENEFITS 
Expected benefits of    AMBTGA over other approach UML based combinatorial 

approach is  an  innovative and high-value  approach compared to more  conventional functional    
testing approaches. The   main   expected   benefits   of AMBTGA   may  be summarized as follows: 

Contribution to the quality of functional requirements: 
(a)  Modeling  for  test  generation  is  a  powerful  means  for  the detection  of “holes” in 

the specification  (undefined or ambiguous behavior). 
(b)Independence from the test execution robot. 
Contribution to test generation and testing coverage: 

(a) Automated generation of test cases;  
(b) Systematic coverage of functional behavior;  
(c) Automated  generation  and  maintenance  of   the  requirement coverage matrix;  
(d) Continuity of methodology (from requirements analysis to test generation). 
 
Contribution to test automation: 
(a) Definition of action words (UML model operations) used in different scripts; 
(b) Test script generation; 
(c) Generation of skeleton code for a library of automation functions; 
(d) Independence from the test execution robot. 
 
VI. CONCLUSION 
The  idea  of  UML-based  pairwise  testing  is  to  use  an explicit   abstract   model   of   a   

SUT   and    its    environment   to automatically derive tests for the SUT: the behavior of the model 
of the  SUT  is   interpreted   as  the   intended  behavior  of  the  SUT. The technology of 
AMBTGA test case generation has matured to the point   where large-scale deployments   of   this   
technology   are becoming  commonplace.  The   prerequisites  for  success,  such  as qualification 
of the  test team, integrated tool chain availability and methods,  are now identified, and a wide 
range of commercial  and open-source tools are available. 

 
Although AMBTGA will not solve all testing problems, it is  an  important  and  useful  

technique,   which  brings  significant progress over the state of the practice for functional software 
testing effectiveness, and  can increase productivity and improve functional coverage. 
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